Abstract In [1, 2] Farrag characterized the stirictly weaker principal topologies than any given principal topology on a nonempty set by using the minimal open sets which are defined by Steiner [3]. This paper mainly generalizes this result by using the minimal sets, which are defined in the paper with respect to the given topology s on a nonempty set. 
Introduction
Let s 1 and s 2 be two topologies on a nonempty set X then (1) s 1 is weaker than s 2 or s 2 is stronger than s 1 if s 1 Ì s 2 (2) s 1 is strictly weaker than s 2 if s 1 is weaker than s 2 and s 1 Ì s Ì s 2 such that s R {s 1 , s 2 } implies that s is not a topology on X. In [4] Frohlich defined an ultratopology on a set X to be a strictly weaker topology than the discrete topology D on X. The ultratopologies on X are divided into two classes the principal and the nonprincipal ultratopologies on X, E z [ P y and E z [ F, where E z is the excluding, P y is the particular point topologies on X, F is an ultrafilter on X and y, z are any two distinct points of X. In [5] Mashhour and Farrag showed that the principal ultratopology E z [ P y on a set X is the topology on X having the minimal basis b yz = {{x}, {y, z}:x 2 (X À {z})}where y and z are two distinct points of X and denoted by D yz . In [3] Steiner defined a minimal open set at a point x 2 X in a topological space (X, s) to be the open set containing x and is contained in each open set containing x. The author defined also a principal topology on a set X to be the topology on X having the minimal basis that consists only of open sets minimal at each point x 2 X. It is Proved that a topology s on a set X is principal iff arbitrary intersections of members of s are members of s. In [1] the authors gave a necessary and sufficient conditions for the principal topology s * on X to be strictly weaker than a given principal topology s on X and proved that s * must be of the form s * = s \ D yz which is denoted by s yz where y and z are two distinct points of X satisfying three conditions depending on the minimal open sets in s. In M c Clusky and M c Cartan [6, 7] and Kennedy and M c Cartan [8] defined the sÀ kernel d fxg of {x} to be the intersection of all open sets which contain the point x.
2. The minimal sets Definition 2.1. Let (X, s) be a topological space and x 2 X. Then, d
fxg ¼ \fG 2 s : x 2 Gg is called the minimal set at the point x with respect to s on X.
The set d fxg is defined in [6] to be the s À kernel of {x}.
As a direct consequence of the definition of the minimal sets at the points of a nonempty set X with respect to a topology s on X, if x, y 2 X are any two distinct points, then we have the following remarks and theorems: Remark 2.2. If s is a principal topology, then d fxg 2 s is the minimal open set at the point x as it is defined in [3] .
fyg and y 2 d fxg iff y 2 fxg and x 2 fyg iff fxg ¼ fyg.
y 2 X iff fxg \ fyg ¼ / for any two distinct points x, y 2 X.
Remark 2.8. If X is an infinite set, then we may have the same family of minimal sets at the points of X with respect to each of a class of topologies on X. For example, each of the class of the T 1 À topologies has the same family of the minimal sets, that is
Remark 2.9. If (X, s) is a topological space, then d fxg R s implies that each open set containing x is infinite. For let G be a finite subset of X, G 2 s and x 2 G, then either
. . . ; x n g and so for each i 2 {1, 2, . . ., n} there exists an open set G i 2 s such that x 2 G i and 
Remark 2.11. Let (X, s) be a topological space, then the following statements are equivalent:
fyg for any two distinct points x, y 2 X and
Remark 2.12. By using Remarks 2.6 and 2.7 a topological
Theorem 2.13. Let (X, s) be a regular topological space, then d fxg ¼ fxg for each x 2 X. Moreover, the family b b ¼ f d fxg : x 2 Xg of the minimal sets at the points of X with respect to the topology s on X is a partition of X. fxg. This clearly shows that
Xg must be a partition of X.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.13 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.14. (X,s) is a regular principal topological space iff
Xg is a partition of X where each minimal set at x is open iff each open set is closed.
Remark 2.15. As a direct consequence of Remarks 2.11, 2.12 and Theorem 2.13, if (X, s) is regular and not T 1 , then it is not T 0 i.e, a regular T 0 is T 3 which is an old and well known result.
Xg is the minimal basis for a principal topology b s on X stronger than s. If, s is a principal topology on X, then b s ¼ s.
Xg is a basis for some topology b s on X. If x 2 X and G 2 b s such that x 2 G, then there exists y 2 X such that
the minimal open set at the point x. Hence, b s is a principal topology on X and b b is its minimal basis. If s is principal, then
Xg is its minimal basis and b s ¼ s.
Xg is the family of the minimal sets at the points of X with respect to the minimal T 1 À topology C on X, i.e the topology on X in which each proper nonempty subset is member iff its complement if finite. Hence, b C ¼ D where D is the discrete topology on X.
Strictly weaker topologies
Theorem 3.1. Let (X, s) and (X, s * ) be two principal topological spaces. Then, s * is a strictly weaker principal topology than s iff there are two distinct points y and z 2 X satisfying the conditions:
(1) y R U z , (2) z 2 U x and x R U Z imply that y 2 U x and (3) x 2 U y and y R U x imply that x 2 U z and s * = s \ D yz having the minimal basis If (X, s) is a topological space and A Ì X in [9] defined the s À minimal set at A to be b article a generalization of Theorem 3.1 will be given for any topology s principal or nonprincipal on a nonempty set X. Theorem 3.1 will be a special case.
Lemma 3.2. Let (X, s) be a topological space, y, z 2 X be two distinct points, s yz = s \ D yz and A Ì X. Then
Theorem 3.3. Let (X, s) be a topological space,
fxg : x 2 Xg be the family of the minimal sets at the points of X with respect to the topology s and y, z 2 X be two distinct points satisfying the following conditions:
fxg and x R d fzg imply that y 2 d fxg and 
Since Remark 3.4. Let X be an infinite set, y and z be two distinct points of X satisfy the conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.3 and s be a nonprincipal topology on X. Then,
fzggÞg may be a family with respect to more than one topology on X. For, s = {G Ì X:y R G or {y, z} Ì G such that X À G is finite} = E y [ (P {y, z} \ C) is a nonprincipal topology on X in which d fyg ¼ fy; zg and d fzg ¼ fzg. So, b b yz ¼ ffxg; fy; zg : x 2 ðXÀ fy; zgÞg is the family of the minimal sets with respect to the topologies: s 1 = {G Ì X: {y, z} \ G = / or {y, z} Ì G such that X À G is finite} =E {y, z} [ (P {y,z} \ C) = s yz and s 2 = {G Ì X:X À G is finite and either {y, z} \ G = / or {y, z} Ì G} [ {/} ¼ ðE fy;zg \ CÞ [ ðP fy;zg \ CÞ ¼ s
and clearly the minimal sets with respect to s and s * are coincided, s * Ì s and s Ã yz & s yz .In fact s 1 = s \ D yz is not strictly weaker than s for, if s + = {G Ì X:{y, z} \ G = / or X À G is finite and either {y, z} \ G = {z} or {y, z} \ G = {y, z}} = E {y,
yz is a strictly weaker topology on X than s * for, if s ** is a topology on X such that s
Remark 3.5. Let s and s * be two topologies on a nonempty set X, s * Ì s, s " s * and y, z 2 X be two distinct points satisfying the conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.3 then:
where b s is the topology on X defined by Theorem 2.16.
Corollary 3.6. Let s be a principal topology on X, b be the minimal basis for s and y, z 2 X be two distinct points satisfying the conditions (1), (2) and (3) 
s : z; t; x 2 Gg and c ftg yt ¼ \fG 2 s yt : t 2 Gg ¼ \fG 2 s : z; t; y 2 Gg hence b b xz -b b yt implies that d fzg xz -c ftg yt implies that {G 2 s: z, t, x 2 G} " {G 2 s:z, t, y 2 G} implies that there exists G 2 s such that z 2 G and either (1) x 2 G and y R G which implies that G 2 s xz À s yt or (2) y 2 G and x R G which (1) x R d fyg implies that x 2 c ftg which implies that x 2 d fzg this contradicts the assumption that x R d fzg.
(2) y R d fxg implies that y 2 d fzg which implies that y 2 c ftg this contradicts the assumption that y R c ftg.
Its contra positive is if x R d fzg and y R c ftg then, s xz = s yt im-
This completes the proof.
Remark 3.9. In general Lemma 3.8 is not true for, let X be an infinite set, x, y, z and t be distinct points of X and X * = X À {t}. Then, s = {G Ì X Because of which the conditions x R d fzg and y R c ftg equivalently s R fs xz ; s yt ; g are given in Lemma 3.8.
Theorem 3.10. Let (X,s) be a topological space and y, z be two distinct points of X such that s yz = s \ D yz is strictly weaker than s. Then the points y and z satisfy the conditions (1), (2) and (3) 
